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Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 

Report Herts & Middlesex Show 5
th

 September 2009 

 

Many thanks to Lisa and the Robinson team for the invitation to Judge and to John 

Blore for kindly stewarding for me. 

 

Open Classes 

 

Usual Abyssinian Kitten 

 

1
ST

 & BOB HOOKEY’S LOVELYNX ET SETI-RA (23) F 2.3.09  A nice kitten 

of good size although slightly “teenagey” in body as yet.  Large pricked ears with big 

tufts and furry inner edges.  Moderate wedge head, top of head to brow well rounded. 

Would like muzzle just a shade broader although it is rounded in shape.  Shallow but 

level chin.  Bite level.  Eyes are a rounded almond shape with a slight oriental slant.  

Slight nose break.  Amber eye colour.  Ears set wide apart. Clear facial markings.  

Smudgy broken necklet.  Short, close lying coat feeling a little silky at the moment 

but is well ticked.  Darker spine line to black tail tip.  Fair black hocks reaching 

almost half way up to leg.  Chin, lips and nostrils cream.    Tail is slightly thicker at 

the base, tapering and of balanced length.  Overall could have more richness to 

undercoat although hall lighting not helpful for assessing colour.  Handled well 

although very wriggly. Nice Aby look to her overall.   

 

Russian Blue Neuter 

 

1
st 

PC & BOB  NOBLE’S GR. CH & PR. TROIKA AURORA (16a) FN 

3.5.02  A lovely Russian expression to this female.  Nicely balanced head with a good 

short wedge showing fair whisker pads.  Fair sized ears which are actually set a 

fraction wide but which she was holding up really well on the day.  Almond shaped 

eyes of very good green.  Nose is a little on the straight side.  Flat skull and quite good 

angle.  Deep chin although it falls away a little – bite level.  Short, plush coat which is 

very sound and clear of ghosting.  Good overall silvery sheen to her mid blue coat.  

Long tapered tail, faint rings at the end.  Very relaxed and easy to handle. 

 

2
nd

  BANDY’S UK GR. PR. TROIKA ODETTE (16a) FN 17.7.96  In 

wonderful condition for her age and so very charming too – just steps out onto the 

trolley and takes a relaxed look around.  Large vertically set ears – overall slightly 

longer head proportions.  Eye colour somewhat faded now.  Broad muzzle, very good 

firm chin and still has some teeth.  Paler than mid blue coat and very sound at the 

base.  Lovely and soft texture and fairly plush except for lower back.  Excellent size 

and weight.  Flat skull and fair angle, very broad nose.  Good overall silvery sheen. 

 

3
RD

  WILLIAMS’ GOSHEN BLUE PADME (16a) FN 9.4.07  Fairly well 

set ears. Head has a short wedge. I’m afraid her rather small deep set eyes detract 

from the Russian expression although they are a super colour green.  .  Nose has a 

slight dip.  Skull is flat and she has a fair angle.  Level bite and deep chin which falls 

away a little.  Rather a plump girl at the moment.  Lovely temperament and handled 

well.  Thick plushy darker blue coat, almost sound although feels slightly harsh 

overall.  Good silvery sheen to coat. 
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Cornish Rex Neuter 

 

For BOB only 

BOB  HUMMERSTON’S CH & IGR PR CHRISAN CAMELOTT (33 

31a) MN 3.7.06  What a sweet natured gentleman he is – superb coat beautifully 

rippled with tight waves all over. Large ears set rather high on the head.  Medium 

wedge shaped head with high cheekbones.  Level bite and good chin.  Almost straight 

profile, just the tiniest of bumps.  His coat is short and soft.  Long body and limbs.  

Well covered all over his body and tail including a curl at the tip.  Oval paws.   In 

super condition and a joy to handle. 

 

Ocicat Neuter Male 

 

For BOB only 

BOB  PARRY’S PR. NWELA FRECKLES (73bs) MN 21.5.08  A lovely 

Chocolate Silver Ocicat boy.  Super coat texture, short and close lying.  Super 

temperament too.  Moderately large ears, wide at base and set at 45 degree angle.  

Very distinct spotting, just a little unbroken on spine line.  Ringed tail, spotted 

tummy,  Large almond shaped eyes of deep amber.  Perfect bulls eye on his left side 

although not so distinct on the right side.  Clear tabby “M” on forehead.  Slight dip to 

nose.  Excellent “wild” look.  Good chocolate spots and silver undercoat. 

 

Ocicat Neuter Female 

 

1
ST

 & PC HAYCOCK’S AMEEKA QUESTA GOLD (73) FN 11.10.08  

Tawny Ocicat with a good expression.  Modified wedge with square look to muzzle.  

Well set ears with small tufts.  Amber eye colour to her quite large almond shaped 

eyes.  Correct nose shape with gentle rise from bridge to brow.  Slight curve muzzle 

to cheek.  Level bite.  Clear necklaces and head markings.  Good bright cinnamon 

colour to spots.  Spots along spine line.  Bulls eyes better on one side and rather 

elongated spots on the other.  Ringed tail.  Super coat texture.  Not that happy to be 

handled. 

 

2
ND

  HAYCOCK’S AMEEKA WILDCAT SALLY (73) FN 11.10.08  

Litter sister to the winner.  A well built girl.  Modified wedge and squarish look to 

muzzle.  Level bite. Nose a fraction straight.  Curve to muzzle.  Large yellow eyes 

and pink nose leather. Coat just a fraction long and not so close lying.  Well broken 

spine line, spotted tummy.  Tail a little thick.  Clear spotting although some linkage 

on sides.  Better bulls eyes on Right side.  Ringed tail.  Necklaces.  Well marked top 

of head.    Dark brown spotting on a tawny agouti background.   

 

Unfortunately 228 could not be handled for long enough to judge although she looked 

very nice.  I did manage to get her out but had to return her very quickly amid much 

noise! 

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 

AV Junior Adult 
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1
st
 APLIN’S CH. THICKTHORN WATER LILY (73b) F 20.12.07  A lovely 

chocolate Ocicat female.  Lovely Ocicat wild look.  Modified wedge with moderately 

large ears set well at 45 degree angle.  Square look to muzzle.  Super size, weight and 

condition.  Wonderful distinct thumbprint shaped spots.    Clear necklaces, tail rings 

and spotted tummy.  Perfect bulls eye one side.  Good clear scarab marking on head.  

Well broken spine line.  Long tapered tail with chocolate tip. 

 

2
ND

 MCCARTEN’S CH AGAPIMOU BLACK PANDORA (72) F 27.3.08  

Bombay female of good size and weight.  Short, balanced wedge with width at 

cheekbones.  Medium size ears, broad based with rounded tips giving “butterfly-

wing” shape.  Full eyes of greenish colour. Nose break.  Level bite. Lovely feel to her 

body.  Short, glossy close lying coat mostly sound to roots, just a little paling off on 

shoulders.   Evidence of a few scattered white hairs across back of neck (mating 

perhaps?)  Tapered tail with rounded tip.   

 

3
RD

 HITCHINGS’ TAMTONKS ORIANNA (74c) F30.5.08 

 

X3RD HAMILTON’S ADNIOSH THEPHAT GOBLIN (84 31d) M 13.10.08 

 

AV Limit Adult 

 

1
ST

 LEGGETT’S YESSO BARNATO (73b) M 9.10.08  Another very nice 

Chocolate Ocicat.  Very big boy for his age.  Very strong but also very gentle to 

handle.  Modified wedge head with moderately large alert ears.  Large almond shaped 

eyes of deep yellow colour. Level bite.  Superbly clear spotting.  Tiny bit of linkage.  

Perfect bulls eye on one side, the other not so clear.  Ringed tail.  Clear scarab on 

head.  Well broken spine line.  Necklaces.   

 

2
ND

 BANDY’S TROIKA TSVETAEVA (16a) F 3.5.07  Russian Blue female 

with a nice Russian expression.  Fair sized vertical ears (could be a little larger).  

Lovely almond shaped green eyes.  Short wedge with good width to muzzle.  

Showing some whisker pads.  Level bite.  Flat skull and good angle.  Mid blue fairly  

sound coat.  Could do with a little more undercoat to add density but allowing for the 

time year it was quite good.  Tapered tail with a few rings at the end.  Good overall 

silvery sheen.  Handled well. 

 

3
RD

 CRAGG’S WAKANDA GOODIE BLUESHOOZ (74a) F 18.8.08 

 

AC Ocicat, Bengal or Snowshoe Non-Breeders Kitten 

 

1
ST

 BAKER’S OWLSDENE ALASKA (76a 30) F 26.2.09  AOC Eyed Snow 

Spotted Bengal with a well developed Bengal head and coat.  Broad, medium wedge 

with rounded contours.  Smallish well set ears, short with a wide base.  Large oval 

eyes.  Almost straight nose.  Tail well ringed.  Spotted tummy.  Intricate scarab on 

head.  Good solid feel to her body.  White around the muzzle.  Stripes on head.  Noisy 

but handled OK.   

 

2
ND

 BAKER’S OWLSDENE ETERNIA (76 30) F 22.3.09Another nice kitten 

with good width to her wedge.  Ears looked a little large at the moment.    Amber eye 

colour although still changing. Rather straight nose. Level bite. Coat a fraction long at 
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the moment and lacks density.  Very clear arrowhead spotting.  Broken spine line.  

Shows glitter on her coat.  Light undercoat.  Nice Bengal expression.   

 

3
RD

 BAKER’S OWLSDENE HARMONY (76 30) F 26.2.09 

 

AV Novice Kitten 

 

1
ST

 MURTON’S MELLISSAIDAN THAT’S AMORE (78 30s) M 9.5.09  Very 

attractive Mau boy.  Well built and of good size, weight and condition.  Handled well.  

Medium ear size, broad based, continuing the lines of the head.   Level bite.  Large 

rounded almond shaped eyes.  Muddy green at the moment.   Uniform nose lines.  

Slightly rounded wedge.  Slight rise at bridge of nose.  Gently rounded muzzle.  Pale 

silver ground with black spotting.  Pink nose leather.  Front legs barred.  Random 

small spots on body.  Broken necklace. 

 

2
ND

 HAMILTON’S PHATPAWS TWINKLE TOES (84 30ds) F 22.5.09  

Sphynx female of fair size and weight for age.  Very large “bat-like” ears wide open 

at the base.  Prominent cheekbones and whisker break.  Large lemon shaped eyes.  

Wrinkled top of head.  Still to muscle up across shoulders.  Very long slender tail.  

Fur on muzzle.  Disinclined to have his bite checked so did not force it.  Long fine 

legs.  Long, slender toes.  Long body. Some fur on back of ears. 

 

3
RD

 BAKER’S OWLSDENE ETERNIA (76 30) F 22.3.09 

 

AC Cornish or Devon Rex, La Perm or Sphynx Non-Breeders Neuter 

 

1
st
 WAUGH’S PR. MAGICAL GOMEZ (33a30s) MN 17.5.08  Quite good 

head type.  Lovely large ears although set a little high – very wide at the base.  

Shortish wedge, not much stop to nose.  High cheekbones.  Brow curving back to flat 

skull.  Very large eyes looking rather round.  Hard, muscular body.  Broad chested.  

Well covered coat, short, dense and waved throughout, but overall harsh feel to it.  

Coat softer on the chest.  Tapered tail which is well covered.   

 

2
ND

 HORNSBY’S NOCOATON CARELESS WHISPER (84 31t) MN 16.1.07  

Sphynx boy – a big lad – coatless apart from a little on face.  Longish wedge head.  

Straight nose.  Very very large ears very wide at the base.  Level bite.  Long, slender 

body and legs and slender toes.  Wrinkled legs.  Long, fine tapered tail. 

 

AC Abyssinian Non-Breeders Neuter 

 

1
st
 CUMMINS’ PR. LEGEND IOTA TIGERLILY (23) FN 5.7.06  Usual 

Abyssinian female who handles well.  Good size, weight and condition.  Fairly large 

well set ears with small tufts – width at base.  Moderate wedge head.  Level bite.  

Slight nose break and a small bump.   Muzzle could have slightly more width but is 

rounded in shape. Short close lying well ticked coat.  Apricot undercoat and black 

ticking.  Heavier ticking along the spine line to black tail tip.  Short black hocks.    

Rather heavy necklets but appear broken.  Pale area around the eyes.  Good facial 

markings.  Chin, lips and nostrils off white. 

 

Any Foreign Adult, Kitten or Neuter born January – June 
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1
st
 BOND-WONNEBERGER’S CH. FURBELL STARGAZER (16a) M 

3.3.08  Lovely Russian Blue Male – very friendly and a delight to handle.  Beautifully 

balanced head with a short wedge, flat skull, good angle, very slight slope to nose.  

Good chin.  Elegant body and limbs and small oval paws.  Quite short very even 

colour to coat of mid blue.  Clear coated with a good silvery sheen.  Fair density of 

coat for the time of year. 

 

2
ND

 BAKER’S OWLSDENE ALASKA (76a30) F 26.2.09 

 

3
RD

 APLIN’S YESSO BLUE JASMINE (73a) F 31.3.08 

 

Any Foreign Adult, Kitten or Neuter born July – December 

 

1
ST

 HUMMERSTONE’S CH & IGR PR CHRISAN CAMELOTT (33 31s) 

MN 3.7.06 

 

2
ND

 HAMILTON’S ADNIOSH THEPHAT GOBLIN (84 31d) M 13.10.08  

Sphynx of lovely type – lovely head with large ears.  Excellent lemon shaped eyes.  

Top of head wrinkled.  Level bite, chin shallow.  Fur on head, ears and muzzle.  

Bristles on slender, very long tapered tail. 

 

 


